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We consider a stochastic Kortewegde Vries equation on the real line. The noise
is additive. We use function spaces similar to those introduced by Bourgain to
prove well posedness results for the Kortewegde Vries equation in L2(R). We are
able to handle a noise which is locally white in space and time. More precisely, it
is a space-time white noise multiplied by an L2-function of the space variable. Due
to the lack of a priori estimates, we can only get a local existence result in time.
However, we obtain the global existence of L2(R) solutions when the covariance
operator of the noise is HilbertSchmidt in L2(R).  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The stochastic Kortewegde Vries equation arises when modelling the
propagation of weakly nonlinear waves in a noisy plasma [6, 12, 22]. It is
also of interest in any circumstances when the Kortewegde Vries equation
is used, since the stochastic forcing may represent terms that have been
neglected in the derivation of this ideal model. Note also that many articles
have been devoted to the derivation of a forced Kortewegde Vries equa-
tion (see [11] and the references therein). In that case it can sometimes be
reasonable to assume that the forcing contains a stochastic part.
When written in a convenient set of coordinates, the stochastic
Kortewegde Vries equation has the form
u
t
+
3u
x3
+u
u
x
=8
2B
t x
, (1.1)
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where u is a random process defined on (t, x) # R+_R, 8 is a linear
operator and B is a two parameter brownian motion on R+_R, that is a
zero mean gaussian process whose correlation function is given by
E(B(t, x) B(s, y))=(t 7 s)(x 7 y),
for t, s0, x, y # R.
The covariance operator 8 can, in general, be described by a kernel
K(x, y). The correlation function of the noise is then given by
E \8 
2B
t x
(t, x) 8
2B
t x
(s, y)+=c(x, y) $t&s
for t, s0, x, y # R. Here $ is the Dirac function and
c(x, y)=|
R
K(x, z) K( y, z) dz.
Equation (1.1) has been studied by inverse scattering techniques in the case
of a space independent noise [23] and by perturbation arguments in more
general circumstances [12, 19, 24]. In this article, we address the problem
of existence and uniqueness of strong solutions to (1.1); here strong is
interpreted in the sense of probability and means that we consider pathwise
well-posedness.
The Cauchy problem for the deterministic Kortewegde Vries equation
(that is, (1.1) with 8=0) has been the subject of a large amount of work.
The first well-posedness-results in classical Sobolev spaces H s(R) without
using inverse scattering techniques relied on energy methods and were
restricted to the case s>32 (see for example, [1, 2, 21]). Also, using a
local smoothing property of the Airy group associated with the linear part
of (1.1), Kato [13] proved the global existence of weak L2(R)-solutions.
With the help of further smoothing properties of the Airy group, Kenig et
al. [16] were then able to prove local well posedness in H s(R), s>34 and
global well posedness in H1(R). These last two techniques were used in [4]
to obtain the global existence and uniqueness of H 1-solutions for the
stochastic equation (1.1) provided that 8 is HilbertSchmidt with values in
H1(R), and the existence of martingale solutions in L2(R) if 8 is
HilbertSchmidt with values in L2(R). Using a uniqueness result in
weighted Lebesgue spaces obtained by Ginibre and Tsutsumi in [10],
Printems [20] proved the existence and uniqueness of solutions of (1.1)
in this weighted space provided that 8 is HilbertSchmidt with values in
that space. Concerning the homogeneous Kortewegde Vries equation,
Bourgain introduced in [5] new space-time function spaces based on the
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linear Airy group. This allowed him to prove a global well posedness result
for the Kortewegde Vries equation in L2(R). Then, following this theory,
Kenig et al. [17, 18] obtained existence and uniqueness in Sobolev spaces
of negative indices, namely in H s(R), with s>&34. The main difficulty
arising when using Bourgain’s method for the Kortewegde Vries equation
is to get a bilinear estimate in the above mentioned space, allowing one to
treat the nonlinear term 12x(u
2). Once this is done, a fixed point argument
can usually be used.
Here we wish to use Bourgain’s method in order to obtain results in the
spaces H s(R) with negative s. Our motivation is that we would like to get
results in the case of a stochastic forcing which is as close as possible to the
space-time white noise. Note that this approach has been used in [3] to
treat the forced Kortewegde Vries equation for irregular forcing. However
in this work, the lack of smoothness in space is compensated by some
smoothness in time and this cannot be used here as will be explained
below.
Let us write the Ito^ form of Eq. (1.1), that is,
du+\
3u
x3
+u
u
x+ dt=8 dW, (1.2)
where W(t)=Bx is a cylindrical Wiener process on L2(R) which can
also be given by W(t)=i=0 ; ie i where (ei) # N is an orthonormal basis of
L2(R) and (;i) # N is a sequence of mutually independent real brownian
motions in a fixed probability space. The operator 8 is a linear operator
from L2(R) into S$(R2) (the space of tempered distributions). Equa-
tion (1.2) is supplemented with the initial condition
u(0, x)=u0(x). (1.3)
It is easier to understand the assumptions we need on 8 if we first consider
the linear equation
{dw+
3w
x3
dt=8 dW
w(0)=0
which is given by the stochastic Ito^ integral
w(t)=|
t
0
U(t&s) 8 dW(s), (1.4)
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where U(t)=e&t
3
x is the Airy group. Using the unitarity of U(t), we easily
show that w(t) is in H s(R) only if 8 is a HilbertSchmidt operator from
L2(R) into H s(R).
Unfortunately, this simple fact implies that we cannot treat the case of
the pure space-time white noise. Indeed, it corresponds to 8=Id and the
identity operator is not HilbertSchmidt from L2(R) into H s(R) for any s.
The problem here is not the lack of smoothness, but the same difficulty
arises with any homogeneous noise, i.e., whenever K(x, y)=K(x& y).
However, non-homogeneous noise whose kernel has the form
K(x, y)=k(x) K (x& y)
is not excluded and we would like to treat the case of a localized space-time
white noise corresponding to K (x& y)=$x& y . Then, if k is an L2(R) func-
tion, the associated operator 8 is HilbertSchmidt from L2(R) into H s(R)
for s<&12. (See Remark 1.1.)
Another difficulty is encountered when trying to apply Bourgain’s
method to Eq. (1.2). It is due to the lack of smoothness in time. Indeed, we
need to work in Bourgain’s space Xb, s (see below for a precise definition of
Xb, s), and in [5, 17, 18] it is assumed that b>12. Note also that the index
b is assumed to be larger than 12 in Theorem 3.4 of [3]. Roughly speak-
ing, the index b represents the smoothness in time and the problem is that
w(t), given by (1.4), has the same time regularity as a brownian motion.
We can only expect that w belongs to H b([0, T]) with b<12. We will
then have to consider spaces Xb, s with b<12, and hence we will have to
prove bilinear estimates for the term 12x(u
2) in these spaces. But then, to
deal with the low frequencies arising inside the convolution integral in the
expression of the Fourier transform of 12x(u
2), we will have to use, in addi-
tion to the usual ones, new spaces of Bourgain’s type, but based on
homogeneous Sobolev spaces.
We will derive such a bilinear estimate which allows us to work in H s(R)
for s>&58. Thus we will be able to construct a solution to (1.2) with the
localized space-time white noise.
No a priori estimate is available in negative Sobolev spaces so that we
can only get local solutions in time. Only if 8 is HilbertSchmidt from
L2(R) to L2(R), i.e., K is an L2(R) function, can we get a global solution.
We now turn, before stating more precisely our result, to give a few
notations and a precise definition of the spaces that will be used.
We denote by ( } , } ) the L2 space-time duality product, i.e.,
( f, g) =| |
R2
f (t, x) g(t, x) dt dx.
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For s # R, H s(R) denotes the usual Sobolev space of order s. We will also
consider, for s1 , s2 # R, the space H s1, s2(R) of tempered distributions
v # S$(R) such that
|v|H s1 , s2 #\|R |!| 2s2 (1+|!| )2s1 |(Fxv)(!)| 2 d!+
12
<+,
Fxv being the Fourier transform of v(x). Hence H 0, s2(R)=H4 s2(R), the
classical homogeneous Sobolev space of order s.
As in [5, 17, 18], for s, b # R, Xb, s denotes the space of tempered
distributions f # S$(R2) for which the norm
& f &Xb, s=\| |R2 (1+|!| )2s (1+|{&!3| )2b | f ({, !)|2 d{ d!+
12
is finite, where f ({, !) stands for the space-time Fourier transform of f (t, x).
In the same way, we set for b, s1 , s2 # R,
& f &X b, s1 , s2=\| |R2 |!|2s2 (1+|!| )2s1 (1+|{&!3| )2b | f ({, !)|2 d{ d!+
12
and
X b, s1 , s2=[ f # S$(R
2), & f &X b, s1 , s2<+].
For T0, we also use the spaces X Tb, s and X
T
b, s1 , s2
of restrictions to [0, T]
of functions in Xb, s and X b, s1 , s2 . They are endowed with
& f &XTb, s =inf[& f &Xb, s , f # Xb, s and f= f | [0, T]]
& f &X Tb, s1 , s2=inf[& f &X b, s1 , s2 , f # X b, s1 , s2 and f= f |[0, T]].
As mentioned before, we denote by U(t)=e&t
3
x the unitary group on
L2(R) generated by the linear equation
u
t
+
3u
x3
=0.
We consider a probability space (0, F, P) endowed with a filtration
(Ft)t0 , and assume that we are given a cylindrical Wiener process
(W(t))t0 on L2(R) associated with the filtration (Ft)t0 . We recall that
for any orthonormal basis (ek)k # N of L2(R), we then have
W= :

k=0
;kek
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for a sequence (;k)k # N of real, mutually independent brownian motions on
(0, F, P, (Ft)t0).
Given H a Hilbert space, we denote by L02(L
2(R), H) the space of
HilbertSchmidt operators from L2(R) into H. Its norm is given by
&8&2L02(L2(R), H)= :
i # N
|8ei | 2H ,
where (ei) i # N is any orthonormal basis of L2(R). When H=H s(R), we
write
L02(L
2(R), H s(R))=L0, s2 .
We will solve Eq. (1.2) supplemented with the initial condition (1.3) by
considering its mild form
u(t)=U(t) u0& 12 |
t
0
U(t&s) x(u2(s)) ds+|
t
0
S(t&s) 8 dW(s). (1.5)
More precisely, we will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1 Assume that for some s with &58<s0, 8 # L0, s2 &
L02(L
2(R), H s, &38); let u0(|, x) be such that u0 # H s(R) for a.e. | # 0,
and u0 is F0 -measurable. Then, for a.e. | # 0, there is a T|>0 and a unique
solution u(t) of the initial value problem (1.2)(1.3) on [0, T|] which
satisfies
u # C([0, T|]; H s(Rn)) & X T|b, s & X
T|
b, s, &38 .
Remark 1.1. Let 8 be a linear operator from L2(R) into H s(R) defined
by a kernel K(x, y) # S$(R2), so that
(8u)(x)=(K(x, } ), u),
where ( } , } ) stands for the L2(R) duality product. Then, for any orthonor-
mal basis (ek)k # N of L2(R), one has by Plancherel theorem
:

k=0
|8ek | 2H s =|
R
(1+|!| )2s :

k=0
|Fx(8ek)(!)|2 d!
=|
R
(1+|!| )2s :

k=0
((FxK)(!, } ), ek)2 d!
=|
R
(1+|!| )2s |(Fx K)(!, } )| 2L2(R) d!
=| |
R2
(1+|!| )2s |K (!, ’)| 2 d! d’,
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where K (!, ’) denotes the Fourier transform of K(x, y). Hence 8 # L0, s2 if
and only if the quantity
&8&2L20, s=| |R2 (1+|!| )
2s |K (!, ’)|2 d! d’ (1.6)
is finite. In the same way, 8 is HilbertSchmidt with values in H s, &38 if
and only if the quantity
| |
R2
|!|&34 (1+|!| )2s |K (!, ’)|2 d! d’ (1.7)
is finite. In particular the pure space-time white noise, for which K(x, y)=
$x& y , $0 being the Dirac mass, will never be in L0, s2 for any s # R. However,
if 8 is defined by
8u(x)=k(x) u(x),
for some function k # L2(R), we then have
K(x, y)=k(x) $x& y , K (!, ’)=k (!+’),
so that both (1.6) and (1.7) are finite for any s<&12. This shows that the
assumptions of Theorem 1.1 are satisfied for the localized space-time white
noise.
In the case s=0, we naturally obtain a global existence result by using
the fact that the L2(R)-norm is preserved for a solution of the usual
Kortewegde Vries equation. More precisely we have
Theorem 1.2. Let 8 # L0, 02 & L
0
2(L
2(R), H4 &38(R)); assume that u0 #
L2(0; L2(R)) and is F0 -measurable. Then the solution u given by
Theorem 1.1 is global and belongs to L2(0; C([0, T0]; L2(R))) for any
T0>0.
Remark 1.2. With the same notations as in Remark 1.1, the assump-
tions of Theorem 1.2 hold if the quantities in (1.6) and (1.7) with s=0 are
finite. Clearly, (1.6) is equal in this case to &K&2L2x, y . In the particular case,
K(x, y)=k(x) K (x& y),
then (1.7) is finite if K # L2(R) and k # L87(R), for instance.
The next section is devoted to the proof of some preliminary estimates.
We first show that the stochastic integral (1.4) is in Xb, s (resp. in X b, s1 , s2)
whenever 8 # L0, s2 (resp. 8 # L
0
2(L
2(R), H s1 , s2(R))) and b<12. It will be
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clear at that point that one cannot expect a better time regularity than
b<12. We will then turn to the major part of Section 2, which is con-
cerned with a bilinear estimate of the term x(u22) in the space
Xb, s & X b, s, &38 with b<12. Again, it will appear that the space X b, s, &38
is needed to treat the small frequencies arising inside the convolution
integral in the Fourier transform of x(u22). We end the paper by proving
Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 in Section 3.
2. PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES
In order to solve the Cauchy problem (1.2), (1.3) in H s(R), we will use
a fixed point argument in the space X Tc, s+X
T
b, s & X
T
b, s, &38 with 0<b<
12<c, b and c sufficiently close to 12, &58<s0, and T small.
This section is devoted to the derivation of estimates necessary for that
purpose.
2.1. The Stochastic Integral
We begin with an estimate of the last term in (1.5). We choose a function
 such that (t)=0 for t<0, (t)=1 for t # [0, 1] and (t)=0 for |t|2,
with  |R+ # C0 (R
+). Note that such a  belongs to Hb(R) for any b<12.
We show the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. Let s, b # R, with b<12, and assume that 8 # L0, s2 ,
then w(t) defined by (1.4) satisfies
w # L2(0, Xb, s)
and
E(&w&2Xb, s)M(b, ) &8&
2
L
2
0, s , (2.1)
where M(b, ) is a constant depending only on b, ||H b , | |t|12 | L2 ,
| |t|12 |L .
Similarly, for s1 , s2 # R, if 8 # L02(L
2(R), H s1 , s2(R)) then
w # L2(0, X b, s1 , s2)
and
E(&w&2X b, s1 , s2)M(b, ) &8&
2
L02(L
2, H s1 , s2) . (2.2)
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Proof. Define g(t, } )=(t)  t0 U(&s) 8 dW(s), so that (t) w(t)
=U(t) g(t, } ); then by the definition of Xb, s ,
E(&w&2Xb, s)=E | |
R2
(1+|!| )2s (1+|{| )2b | g^({, !)|2 d{ d!
=|
R
(1+|!| )2s E |(Fx g)( } , !)| 2Htb d!,
where Fx g stands for the spatial Fourier transform of g(t, } ). Denoting by
(ek)k # N an orthonormal basis of L2(R), and by (;k)k # N a sequence of
independent brownian motions such that
W= :

k=0
ek;k
we have
Fx g(t, !)=(t) :

k=0
|
t
0
e is!38ek@(!) d;k(s)
and we are led to estimate
E( |(Fx g)( } , !)| 2H tb)=:
k
|8ek@(!)|2 E }(t) |
t
0
eis!3 d;k(s)}
2
Ht
b
. (2.3)
Assuming 0<b<12, and using the equivalent norm on H bt (R)
|h| 2H tb=| |R2
|h(t)&h(s)| 2
|t&s|1+2b
dt ds+|h| 2L2(R) ,
(2.3) gives rise to two terms,
I1=:
k
|8ek@(!)|2 E } |
t
0
e is!3 d;k(s)}
2
L2(R)
and
I2 =:
k
|8ek@(!)|2 E | |
R2
|(t1)  t10 e
is!3 d;k(s)&(t2) t20 e
is!3 d;k(s)|2
|t1&t2 |1+2b
dt1 dt2 .
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It is obvious that
E }(t) |
t
0
e is!3 d;k(s) }
2
L2(R)
=|
2
0
|(t)|2 E } |
t
0
eis!3 d;k(s)}
2
dt
=|
2
0
|t| |(t)|2 dt=| |t|12 | 2L2(R)
so that
I1=| |t|12 | 2Lt2 :
k
|8ek@(!)|2.
In order to bound I2 from above, we first write
E ||
R2
|(t1)  t10 e
is!3 d;k(s)&(t2)  t20 e
is!3 d;k(s)|2
|t1&t2 |1+2b
dt1 dt2
=2 |

0
|
t1<t2
E |(t1)  t10 e
is!3 d;k(s)&(t2) t20 e
is!3 d;k(s)|2
|t1&t2 |1+2b
dt1 dt2
2 |

0
|
t1<0
|(t2)|2 E | t20 e
is!3 d;k(s)|2
|t1&t2 |1+2b
dt1 dt2
+4 |

0
|
t2
0
|(t1)&(t2)|2 E | t10 e
is!3 d;k(s)|2
|t1&t2 | 1+2b
dt1 dt2
+4 |

0
|
t2
0
|(t2)|2 E | t2t1 e
is!3 d;k(s)|2
|t1&t2 |1+2b
dt1 dt2
I2, 1+I2, 2+I2, 3 .
Clearly, one has
I2, 1 2 |
2
0
t2 |(t2)| 2 |
0
&
dt1
|t1&t2 |1+2b
dt2
Cb |
2
0
t1&2b2 |(t2)|
2 dt2Cb | |t|12&b | 2Lt2 .
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In the same way,
I2, 2 4 |

0
|
t2
0
t1 |(t1)&(t2)|2
|t1&t2 | 1+2b
dt1 dt2
4 |
2
0
|
t2
0
t1 |(t1)&(t2)|2
|t1&t2 |1+2b
dt1 dt2
+4 |

2
|
2
0
t2 |(t1)|2
|t1&t2 | 1+2b
dt1 dt2 .
The first term is bounded by 8|| 2Hbt and the second one by
| |t|12 | 2L |

2
|
2
0
ds
(t&s)1+2b
dtCb | |t| 12 | 2L
since 0<2b<1. Finally,
I2, 3 4 |
2
0
|
t2
0
|(t2)|2 (t2&t1)&2b dt1 dt2
Cb | |t|12&b | 2Lt2 .
Collecting all these estimates, we get
I2M(b, ) \:k |8ek@(!)|
2+
with M(b, )=Cb( | |t| 12 | 2L2+||
2
H t
b+| |t|12 | 2L), and (2.1) (resp. (2.2))
follows by multiplying both sides of the estimates of I1 and I2 by (1+|!| )2s
(resp. by |!|2s1 (1+|!| )2s2) and integrating over [! # R]. K
2.2. Bilinear Estimates
In this subsection, we prove two bilinear estimates which will allow us
to bound the second term in the right hand side of (1.5) in Xb, s & X b, s, &38 .
In what follows, D is the operator defined on S$ by
D=F&1! |!| Fx=(&2)
12.
Proposition 2.2. Let s be such that &34<s0. Assume that
0<a, b<12<c<1, a+b>34&s3, a+2b+s354, b+c>1, and
a, b and c are close enough to 12. Then there is a constant C>0 such that
&D(gh)&X&a, s C min[&g&Xc, s , &g&Xb, s+&g&X b, s, &38]
_min[&h&Xc, s , &h&Xb, s+&h&X b, s, &38]
for any g, h # S$(R2) such that the right hand side is finite.
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The next proposition is concerned with the estimate of D(gh) in
X b, s, &38 .
Proposition 2.3. Let s such that &58<s0. Assume that
0<a, b<12<c<1, a+b>34&s3, a+2b> &s+34, b+s314,
b+c>1, and a, b and c are close enough to 12. Then there is a constant
C>0 such that
&D(gh)&X &a, s, &38 C min[&g&Xc, s , &g&Xb, s+&g&X b, s, &38]
_min[&h&Xc, s , &h&Xb, s+&h&X b, s, &38]
for any g, h # S$(R2) such that the right hand side is finite.
Before proving these propositions, we give an elementary lemma that
will be useful in the sequel.
Lemma 2.1. Let b with 14<b<12. Then, there exists C>0 such that
|
+
&
dx
(1+|x&:| )2b (1+|x&;| )2b

C
(1+|:&;| )4b&1
.
We will first prove Proposition 2.2 in the special case s=0; after what we
give the proof of Proposition 2.2 for general s with &34<s<0. Finally,
we end the section by proving Proposition 2.3.
Proof of Proposition 2.2 in the Case s=0. Let f, g, h # S(R2). By
Plancherel Theorem, we will estimate
|( f, D(gh)) |
= } |{ |! |!| f ({, !) |{1 |!1 g^({&{1 , !&!1) h ({1 , !1) d{1 d!1 d{ d! }. (2.4)
First, note that the estimate
|( f, D(gh)) |C & f &Xa, 0 &g&Xc, 0 &h&Xc, 0 ,
with a, c satisfying the assumptions of Proposition 2.2, was proved in [18].
Denoting
E({, !, {1 , !1)=max[ |{&!|3, |{&{1&(!&!1)3| , |{1&!31 |]
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we divide the region of integration in (2.4) into the three following sub-
regions,
(region I) |{&!3|E({, !, {1 , !1)
(region II) |{&{1&(!&!1)3|E({, !, {1 , !1)
(region III) |{1&!31 |E({, !, {1 , !1),
and we estimate separately the integral on each of these subregions.
Region I. In this region, we can easily adapt the arguments in [18].
Indeed, exchanging g and h if necessary, and using CauchySchwarz
inequality, it suffices to prove that
sup
{, !
,({, !)<+,
where
,({, !)=
|!|
(1+|{&!3| )a
_\| |A({, !)
d{1 d!1
(1+|{1&!31 | )
2b (1+|{&{1&(!&!1)3| )2b+
12
and
A({, !)=[({1 , !1) # R2, |{&{1&(!&!1)3| |{1&!31 | |{&!
3|].
But, using Lemma 2.1, we easily get, by the same change of variable as in
the proof of Lemma 2.5 in [18] that
,({, !)C
|!|34
(1+|4{&!3| )14 (1+|{&!3| )a+2b&1
. (2.5)
It is easily seen that the expression in the right hand side of (2.5) is
bounded above independently of ({, !) # R2 provided that a+2b>54,
which is satisfied under the assumptions of Proposition 2.2. The contribu-
tion of region I to the integral in (2.4) is then bounded above by
C & f &Xa, 0 &g&Xb, 0 &h&Xb, 0 .
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Region III. v Assume first that h # Xc, 0 ; then for ({, !, {1 , !1) in
region III, and =>0 with c& 12+b&=>
1
2 ,
| g^({&{1 , !&!1) h ({1 , !1)|
(1+|{&{1&(!&!1)3| )&(12&b+=) | g^({&{1 , !&!1)|
_(1+|{1&!31 | )
12&b+= |h ({1 , !1)|
and since
F&1{, ![(1+|{&!
3| )&(12&b+=) | g^|] # X12+=, 0
and
F&1{, ![(1+|{&!
3| )12&b+= |h | ] # Xc&12+b&= ,
the arguments in [18] show that the contribution of region III to the
integral in (2.4) is bounded by
C & f &Xa, 0 &g&Xb, 0 &h&Xc, 0 . (2.6)
v Assume now that h # Xb, 0 & X b, 0, &38 . We may rewrite (2.4) as
} |{1 |!1 h ({1 , !1) |{ |! |!| g^({&{1 , !&!1) f ({, !) d{ d! d{1 d!1 }. (2.7)
We further divide the region III into two subregions
(region III.1) |!|>: |!1|
(region III.2) |!|: |!1|,
where : is some sufficiently large positive constant. The contribution of
region III.2 to (2.7) is bounded by
C |
{1
|
!1
|!1| |h ({1 , !1)| | |
A({1, !1)
| g^({&{1 , !&!1)| | f ({, !)| d{ d! d{1 d!1
and, in the same way as we did in region I, this is bounded above by
C &h&Xb, 0 & f &Xa, 0 &g&Xb, 0 . (2.8)
Next, we consider the region III.1. We will use the inequalities
&D14f &Lt4LxC & f &Xd, 0 , for any d>12, (2.9)
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and
& f &LtpL2xC & f &Xd, 0 , (2.10)
where 2p+, d>12 if p=+ and d> 12&
1
p if 2p<+. (2.9)
follows from [15] (see, for example, [9]) and (2.10) from the Sobolev
imbedding theorem in the case p=+ and interpolation with the trivial
case p=2 in the other cases.
Note that |!&!1|t |!| in region III.1; hence, denoting
B({1 , !1)=[({, !) # R2, |{1&!31 |E({, !, {1 , !1) and |!|>: |!1|],
we have for =>0 such that a+b> 78+=,
} |{1 |!1 h ({1 , !1) | |B({1 , !1) |!| g^({&{1 , !&!1) f ({, !) d{ d! d{1 d!1 }
C |
{1
|
!1
(1+|{1&!31 | )
12&a+= |h ({1 , !1)|
_| |
B({1 , !1)
|!&!1| 38 | g^({&{1 , !&!1)| |!|58
_(1+|{&!3| )&(12&a+=) | f ({, !)| d{ d! d{1 d!1 .
The relation
|!| |!1| |!&!1|= 13 |{&!
3&({1&!31)&(({&{1)&(!&!1)
3)||{1&!31 |
holds for ({, !, {1 , !1) in region III, implying
|!&!1| 38 |!|38|!1|&38 |{1&!31 |
38.
Hence the preceding integral is bounded above by
C |
{1
|
!1
|!1|&38 (1+|{1&!31 | )
78&a+= |h ({1 , !1)|
_| |
B({1 , !1)
| g^({&{1 , !&!1)|
_|!|14 (1+|{&!3| )&(12&a+=) | f ({, !)| d{ d! d{1 d!1 . (2.11)
Setting then
H =(1+|{&!3| )78&a+= |h |, G =| g^|,
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and
F =(1+|{&!3| )&(12&a+=) | f |,
and using (2.9) and (2.10) together with the fact that a+b(78)+=, the
contribution of the region [ |!1|>1] to (2.11) is bounded by
C &H&Lt2L2x &G&Lt4L2x &D
14F&Lt4Lx
C &H&X0, 0 &G&Xb, 0 &F&X12+= , 0
C &h&Xb, 0 &g&Xb, 0 & f &Xa, 0 . (2.12)
On the other hand, the contribution of the region [ |!1|1] to (2.11) is
bounded above by
C &D&38H&Lt2L2x &G&Lt4L2x &D
14F&Lt4Lx
C &h&X b, 0, &38 &g&Xb, 0 & f &Xa, 0 . (2.13)
Collecting (2.6), (2.8), (2.12), and (2.13) shows that the contribution of
region III to the integral in (2.4) is bounded by
C & f &Xa, 0 &g&Xb, 0 min[&h&Xx, 0 , &h&Xb, 0+&h&X b, 0, &38]
C & f &Xa, 0 min[&g&Xc, 0 , &g&Xb, 0+&g&X b, 0, &38]
_min[&h&Xc, 0 , &h&Xb, 0+&h&X b, 0, &38].
Region II. Exchanging g and h shows that the contribution of region II
to (2.4) is bounded again by
C & f &Xa, 0 min[&g&Xc, 0 , &g&Xb, 0+&g&X b, 0, &38]
_min[&h&Xc, 0 , &h&Xb, 0+&h&h b, 0, &38].
The proof of Proposition 2.2 in the case s=0 follows by duality and
density. K
Proof of Proposition 2.2 in the Case &34<s<0. Again, consider f, g,
h # S(R2) and we estimate (2.4). The estimate
|( f, D(gh)) |C & f &Xa, &s &g&Xc, s &h&Xc, s
was proved in [18]. We divide R4 into the same regions I, II, and III (see
the proof for the case s=0).
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Region I. Once more, we can directly use the arguments of the proof of
Lemma 2.5 in [18], together with Lemma 2.1 in this case. It is then found
that the contribution of region I to (2.4) is bounded above by
C & f &Xa, &s &g&Xb, s &h&Xb, s . (2.14)
Region III. v If h # Xc, s , then we conclude as in the case s=0 by
taking =>0 small enough for c& 12+b&=>
1
2 , since in this case, we can
apply the arguments of [18] to
F&1{, ![(1+|{&!
3| )&(12&b+=) | g^|] # X(12)+=, s
and
F&1{, ![(1+|{&!
3| ) (12&b+=) |h |] # Xc&(12)+b&=, s .
We find that the contribution of region III to (2.4) is bounded by
C & f &Xa, &s &g&Xb, s &h&Xc, s . (2.15)
v Assuming now that g # Xb, s & X b, s, &38 , we exchange again the
order of the integrals in (2.4) and consider (2.7). As in [18] the case
|!1|1 or |!&!1|1 reduces to the case s=0, so we only have to con-
sider those ! and !1 for which
|!1|1 and |!&!1|1. (2.16)
We divide region III again into the subregions III.1 and III.2 (see the proof
of the case s=0).
Region III.2. Setting
H =(1+|!| )s |h |, G =(1+|!| )s | g^|, F =(1+|!| )&s | f |
and
A ({1 , !1)=[({, !) # R2, |{1&!31 |max[ |{&!
3|, |{&{1&(!&!1)3|,
|{1&!31 |], |!1|1, |!&!1|1 and |!|: |!1|],
the contribution of region III.2 to (2.7) is bounded by
|
{1
|
!1
(1+|!1| )&s H ({1 , !1) | |
A ({1 , !1)
(1+|!&!1| )&s G ({&{1 , !&!1)
_|!| (1+|!| )s F ({, !) d{ d! d{1 d!1 . (2.17)
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On the other hand, we clearly have for ({, !) # A ({1 , !1),
|!|C(1+|!| )1+2s3 (1+|!&!1| )2s3 (1+|!| )&4s3,
thus
(1+|!1| )&s (1+|!&!1| )&s |!| (1+|!| )s
C(1+|!1| )1&s3 (1+|!&!1| )&s3 (1+|!| )&s3;
also, since |{1&!31 ||!| |!1| |!&!1| in region III, the preceding expression
is less than
C(1+|!1| ) |{1&!31 |
&s3
so that (2.17) is bounded by
C |
{1
|
!1
(1+|!1| ) |{1&!31 |
&s3 H ({1 , !1)
_| |
A ({1 , !1)
G ({&{1 , !&!1) F ({, !) d{ d! d{1 d!1
C &F&1{, !( |{1&!
3
1 |
&s3 H )&Xb+s 3, 0 &G&Xb, 0 &F&Xa, 0
C &h&Xb, s &g&Xb, s & f &Xa, &s
by using Lemma 2.1 and the arguments of the proof of Lemma 2.5 in [18]
(or applying the proof of the case s=0), and assuming a+2b+s3&114.
Region III.1. We assume here that &34<s &38; it follows that
|!|14+2s3C |!1|14+2s3,
and since in region III.1, |!&!1|t |!| and |!1|C min[ |!&!1|, |!|], so
that
C |!1| |!|2|!| |!1| |!&!1||{1&!31 |,
we deduce that
|!|34C(1+|!1| )s |{1&!31 |
14&s3.
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Choosing =>0 with a+b(34)&(s3)+= this yields that the contribu-
tion of region III.1 to (2.7) is bounded by
C |
{1
|
!1
(1+|{1&!31 | )
34&s3&a+= (1+|!1| )s |h ({1 , !1)|
_|
{
|
!
(1+|!&!1| )s | g^({&{1 , !&!1)|
_|!|14 (1+|{&!3| )&(12&a+=) (1+|!| )&s | f ({, !)| d{ d! d{1 d!1
C &H&Lt2L2x &G&Lt4L2x &D
14F&Lt4Lx ,
where we have set
H =(1+|{&!3| )34&s3&a+= (1+|!| )s |h |, G =(1+|!| )s | g^| ,
and
F =(1+|{&!3| )&(12&a+=) (1+|!| )&s | f |.
The conclusion follows as before by (2.9), (2.10), and the fact that b
34&s3&a+=. Again, the region II is treated by symmetry, and the proof
of Proposition 2.2 follows. K
Remark 2.1 Note that the only region where the space X b, s, &38 has to
be used is when either |!1| or |!&!1| is small, since in this region, we are
reduced to the case s=0.
We now give the proof of Proposition 2.3.
Proof of Proposition 2.3. Let f, g, h # S(R2) and consider
|( f, D(gh)) |
= } |{ |! |!| f ({, !) |{1 |!1 g^({&{1 , !&!1) h ({1 , !1) d{1 d!1 d{ d! }. (2.18)
v Note first that we may estimate the contribution of the region
[ |!|1] to (2.18) by applying the proof of Proposition 2.2, with | f ({, !)|
replaced by |!|38 | f ({, !)|, since
|F&1{, !( |!|
38 f ({, !))|Xa, &s=| f |X a, &s, 38 .
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v We then divide the region [ |!|1] into the two following
subregions
(region (i)) |!|1, |!1|2, |!&!1|1
(region (ii)) |!|1, |!1|2, |!&!1|3.
Region (ii). It is easily seen that the contribution of region (ii) to (2.18)
is bounded by
C & f &X a, &s, 38 &g&Xb, s &h&Xb, s .
Indeed, since this region is reduced to the case s=0, it is sufficient by
CauchySchwarz inequality to prove that
sup
{ # R, |!| 1
|!| 58
(1+|{&!3| )a
_\|{1 |!1
d{1 d!1
(1+|{1&!31 | )
2b (1+|{&{1&(!&!1)3| )2b+<+.
But this follows easily from Lemma 2.1 and the same change of variable as
in the proof of Lemma 2.4 in [18].
Region (i) . We again divide this region into the same subregions I, II,
and III as before, which we recall are defined by
(region I) |{&!3|E({, !, {1 , !1)
(region II) |{&{1&(!&!1)3|E({, !, {1 , !1)
(region III) |{1&!31 |E({, !, {1 , !1),
where E({, !, {1 , !1)=max[ |{&!3|, |{&{1&(!&!1)3|, |{1&!31 |]|!|
_|!1| |!&!1|.
We first consider the region I-(i). By the assumption &58<s0, one
can choose a and b sufficiently close to 12 , and =>0 such that
a+b& 12&=max (0, &s&
1
8) .
Then, setting
F =(1+|{&!3| )a (1+|!| )&s |!|38 | f |, G =(1+|!| )s | g^|,
and
H =(1+|!| )s (1+|{&!3| )&(12&b+=) |h |,
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the contribution of region (i)-I to (2.18) is bounded by
C |
{
|
|!| 1
|!|58 (1+|{&!3| )12&(a+b)+= F ({, !)
_| |
({1 , !1) # A ({, !)
(1+|!&!1| )&s
_G ({&{1 , !&!1)(1+|!1| )&s H ({1 , !1) d{1 d!1 d{ d!, (2.19)
where
A ({, !)=[({1 , !1) # R2, E({, !, {1 , !1)|{&!3|, |!1|2, |!&!1|1].
Now, for ({1 , !1) # A ({, !), one has
|{&!3||!| |!1| |!&!1|, |!1|1, and |!&!1|18C |!1| 18
so that (2.19) is bounded by
C |
{
|
|!|1
|!|12&(a+b)+=+58 F ({, !) | |
({1 , !1) # A ({, !)
(1+|!&!1| )&s
|!&!1|&s&(18)
_G ({&{1 , !&!1)
(1+|!1| )&s
|!1|&s&(18)
H ({1 , !1) d{1 d!1 d{ d!
C |
{
|
|!|1
|!| s+34 F ({, !)
_|
{1
|
!1
G ({&{1 , !&!1) |!1| 14 H ({1 , !1) d{1 d!1 d{ d!
C &F&Lt2L2x &G&Lt4L2x &D
14H&Lt4Lx
C & f &X a, &s, 38 &g&Xb, s &h&Xb, s .
The estimates in regions (i)-II and (i)-III follow the same line, so we omit
them. K
3. THE NONLINEAR EQUATION
3.1. Local Well-Posedness
In this section, we prove the local well-posedness result of Theorem 1.1
with the help of Propositions 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. We work pathwise on equa-
tion (1.5), and we will use a fixed point argument in the space X Tc, s+
XTb, s & X
T
b, s, &38 with 0<b<12<c and b, c sufficiently close to 12. More
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precisely, we fix a, b and c with 0<a, b<12<c such that the conclusion
of Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 holds. Then, setting
w(t)=|
t
0
U(t&s) 8 dW(s), (3.1)
if  is the same as in Eq. (1.5) we know from Proposition 2.1 that w is in
XTb, s & X
T
b, s, &38 for all T # [0, 1] and for almost each | # 0. Moreover
&w&XTb, s+&w&X Tb, s, &38&w&Xb, s+&w&X b, s, &38 . (3.2)
We fix an | such that this holds.
We define for u0 satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1.1
z(t)=U(t) u0 . (3.3)
We also assume that | is such that u0(|, } ) # H s(R). Then, we may rewrite
Eq. (1.5) in terms of v=u&w&z as
v(t)=&12 |
t
0
U(t&s) x(v2+w2+z2+2vw+2vz+2zw)(s) ds. (3.4)
Denoting by Tv(t) the right hand side of (3.4), we will show that T is a
contraction mapping in
BTR=[v # X
T
b, s & X
T
b, s, &38 , &v&X Tb, s+&v&X Tb, s, &38R] (3.5)
for R>0 sufficiently large, provided that T is choosen sufficiently small.
We make use of the following estimates.
Lemma 3.1.
v Let u0 # H s(R). Then for any T # [0, 1], U( } ) u0 # X Tc, s and there is
a constant K2>0 such that
&U( } ) u0&XTc, sK2 |u0 |H s .
v There is a constant C>0 such that for T # [0, 1] and f # X Tb, s &
X Tb, s&38 ,
"|
t
0
U(t&s) f (s) ds"XTb, s CT
1&(a+b) & f &X T&a, s
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and
"|
t
0
U(t&s) f (s) ds"X Tb, s, &38 CT
1&(a+b) & f &X T&a, s, &38 .
Proof. Let . # C0 (R) with .(t)=1 for t # [0, 1], and .(t)=0 for
|t|2. For T0, we set .T=.( } T ). Then we write
&U( } ) u0&XTc, s &.U( } ) u0&Xc, s
K2 |u0 |HS
by Lemma 3.1 in [9]. Similarly, let f # X Tb, s and f # Xb, s such that f =f on
[0, T],
"|
t
0
U(t&s) f (s) ds"X Tb , s ".T |
t
0
U(t&s) f (s) ds"Xb, s
CT 1&(a+b) & f &X&a, s
by Lemma 3.2 in [9]. The conclusion follows by taking the infimum on f .
The last assertion is proven in the same way. K
It follows immediately from Lemma 3.1, Proposition 2.2, and Proposi-
tion 2.3 that if v1 , v2 # BTR , where B
T
R is defined by (3.5), then
&Tvi&X Tb, s+&Tvi&X Tb, s, &38
C T 1&(a+b)(R2+&w&2X Tb, s+&w&
2
X Tb, s, &38
+K 22 |u0 |
2
Hs) (3.6)
for i=1, 2 and
&Tv1&Tv2&XTb, s+&Tv1&Tv2&X Tb, s, &38
2C T 1&(a+b)(R+&w&X Tb, s+&w&X Tb, s, &38+K2 |u0 | Hs)
_(&v1&v2&XTb, s+&v1&v2&X Tb, s, &38). (3.7)
Let us choose T| such that
4C T 1&(a+b)| (R|+&w&X T|b, s+&w&X T|b, s, &38+K2 |u0 |H s)1,
where
R|=2C (&w&2X T|b, s+&w&
2
X T|b, s, &38
+K 22 |u0 |
2
H s).
The existence of T|>0 follows easily from (3.2) and Proposition 2.1. Note
that it is possible to choose T| such that it defines a stopping time.
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It is easily checked that T maps BT|R| into itself and is a strict contraction
in BT|R| for the norm &v&X T|b, s+&v&X T|b, s, &38 . Hence, T has a unique fixed
point in X T|b, s & X
T|
b, s, &38 , which is a solution of Eq. (3.4) on [0, T|]. It
remains to show that the solution u=z+v+w # X T|c, s+X
T|
b, s & X
T|
b, s, &38 of
Eq. (1.6) that we obtain in this way is in C([0, T|], H s(R)) (note that here
b<12). Since c>12, we have z # C([0, T|], H s(R)) by using the Sobolev
imbedding Theorem in time. Also, it follows from Theorem 6.10 in [8],
and the fact that U( } ) is a unitary group in H s that w has a continuous
modification with values in H s. So, it remains only to show that if u #
XT|c, s+X
T|
b, s & X
T|
b, s, &38 then
|
t
0
U(t&s) x(u2(s)) ds # C([0, T|], H s(R)).
But, by Proposition 2.2, we have in this case, x(u~ 2) # X&a, s , for u~ any
prolongation of u in Xc, s+Xb, s & X b, s, &38 and applying, for example,
Lemma 3.2 in [9], it follows that
.T |
t
0
U(t&s) x(u~ 2(s)) ds # X1&a, s /C(R, H s(R))
since 1&a>12, the result follows easily.
3.2. Global Well-Posedness in L2(R)
We assume here that u0 # L2(0; L2(R)) and that 8 # L02(L
2(R), L2(R) &
H4 &38(R)). In order to show that the solution u may be continued on the
whole interval [0, 1] (one could show in the same way that u may be con-
tinued on [0, T0] for any T0>0), we use the same argument as in [4]. We
take a sequence (8n)n # N in L02(L
2(R), H4(R) & H4 &38(R)) such that
8n  8
in L02(L
2(R), L2(R) & H4 &38(R)) and another sequence (u0, n)n # N in
L2(0, H 3(R)) such that
u0, n  u0
in L2(0, L2(R)) and in L2(R) almost surely. We set
wn(t)=|
t
0
U(t&s) 8n dW(s)
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and deduce from Proposition 2.1 that there exists a subsequence, which we
still denote by (wn)n # N such that wn converges to w in Xb, 0 & X b, 0, &38
almost surely.
We know from Lemma 3.2 in [4] that there exists a unique solution un
in C([0, 1]; H3(R)) to
un(t)=U(t) u0, n& 12 |
t
0
U(t&s) x(u2n(s)) ds+|
t
0
S(t&s) 8n dW(s). (3.8)
We then use Ito^ formula on E(un)=|un | 2L2(R) and get
dE(un)=E$(un) dun+ 12 tr(E"(un) 8n8n*) dt
=2(un , 8n dW )+&8n&2L
2
0, 0 . (3.9)
Using a Martingale inequality (see, e.g., [8, Theorem 3.14]),
E \ supt # [0, 1] |
t
0
(un(s), 8n dW(s))+
3E \\|
1
0
|8n*un(s)| 2L2x ds+
12
+
3 &8n&L
2
0, 0 \E |
1
0
|un | 2L2x ds+
12
 12E( sup
t # [0, 1]
|un(t)| 2Lx2)+C &8n&
2
L
2
0, 0 . (3.10)
We deduce from (3.9) and (3.10) that
E( sup
t # [0, 1]
|un(t)| 2L2x)E( |u0, n |
2
L2x
)+C &8n&2L
2
0, 0 . (3.11)
Hence, the sequence (un)n # N is bounded in L2(0; L(0, 1; L2(R))) so that
it is weakly star convergent in this space to a function u~ which satisfies
E( sup
t # [0, 1]
|u~ (t)| 2L2x)E( |u0 |
2
L2x
)+C &8&2L
2
0, 0 . (3.12)
Let us define the mapping Tn in the same way as T; it is easy to check that
Tn is a strict contraction uniformly in n on B t(|)r(|) where
r(|)2C (K 21+K
2
2 &u~ &
2
L(0, 1; L2(R)))
and
4C t(|)1&(a+b) (r(|)+K1+K2 &u~ &L(0, 1; L2(R)))1,
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with
K1=sup
n # N
(&wn &Xb, 0+&wn&X b, 0, &38).
Moreover, x(u2n) is in L
(0, 1; H 2(R)) and in L(0, 1; H4 &38(R)) and we
deduce from (3.8) and Proposition 2.1 that un is in X t(|)c, 0 +X
t(|)
b, 0 &
X t(|)b, 0, &38 , it follows that it is the unique fixed point of Tn . Then by a
standard argument, we prove that
un  u
in X t(|)c, 0 +X
t(|)
b, 0 & X
t(|)
b, 0, &38 , implying
u=u~ on [0, t(|)]
and
|u(t(|))|L2(R)&u~ &L(0, 1; L2(R)) .
Thus we can construct a solution on [t(|), 2t(|)] starting from u(t(|)).
We get a solution on [0, 1] by reiterating this argument.
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